Campus Interview Questions of UES Navy
1. Tell me something about yourself.
Note: This is a very generic question in which you can say almost anything about yourself. Unfortunately
most interviewees use the opportunity to recount their bio-data lying in front of the interviewer. Prepare
yourself for such a question so that you can tell them those things that are not in the bio-data form, such as
your special traits, qualities, achievements, aspirations, motivations and ambitions. The interviewer will be
very impressed. Remember that a two sentence answer will make the interviewer feel that there is so little to
know about you. You should be able to say a lot with out being verbose or self-opinionated. You can take full
control of the interview based on the answer you give him. Giving false claims will put you in trouble, so try to
prepare in advance for the follow up questions that will come as a result of your narration about you.
2. Who is your best friend and why is he your best friend?
Ans. Think properly whom will you designate as your best friend Give a valid reason of
him being your best friend
3. Give me an instance where he was helpful.
Ans. Mention a proper instance
4. Whom do you approach in family when you face any problem?
5. Tell me something about your home town.
Ans. Try to mention the positive points about your home town
6. Why do you want to join the force?
Ans. Give a valid reason like “I want to do something for my country”, “I want to give
my best for the protection of my Country”, etc. Don’t speak rubbish
7. What if you get recommended?
8. What if you don’t get recommended?
9. Who was the first field marshal in Indian Army?

Ans. Sam Maneksaw
10. Which planet has maximum number of moons / satellite?
Ans. Jupiterk
11. Draw the map of India and plot it,
12. Who is prime minister and president of Bhutan, china, japan, sir lanka, south Africa
and many others ?
13. Capital of all state of India.
14. Tell me five state of South Africa and name capital of each.
15. Name the different river and state form which they are originate.
16. Tell the neighboring countries of India.
17. Tell the water bodies surrounding India.
18. Which is the southern-most point of India?
19. Any recent National, International and sports news.
20. What lies west of Arabian Sea?
21. Questions related to Tibet and Dalai Lama.
22. If you are from engineering be prepared to be grilled in your basic subject.
23. Questions related to Afghanistan, Myanmar.
24. Who is stricter in your family? An example for the same.
25. What do you do to keep yourself fit? If run/jog then calculate the speed.
26. Are you in a relationship? If yes then how intimate if no then why, are you
homosexual?
27. Similarities and differences between you and your lover.
28. Your strength and weakness.
Note: This is a question that has stumped a number of interviewees. It is ascertained to know how much you
know about yourself. A person who knows oneself in life is more effective in life. However many candidates
find it very difficult to verbalise their strengths and weaknesses. Some may have not given thought to it;
others shy away from the fear of blowing their own trumpet. It is easy to verbalise strength but it is very
difficult to articulate weaknesses. Candidates should try to give weaknesses that will not jeopardize their

chances in the interview. However interviewers view statements of weaknesses as being very normal,
disarming, sincere and honest. Remember to go to your next interview having thought well in advance what
your strengths and weaknesses are. Weakness like poor spoken english, smoking, adamant, very sporty, etc
which will not affect your profession as well as which can be easily improved must be told as your weakness
to the interviewing officer. The above mentioned weakness areas are only some examples and you may find
some more / more suitable weakness areas as per your personality !!!!!

29. Why you want to join Indian Navy?
30. Considering the recent mishaps in Navy, if your parents don’t allow you to join Navy
31. How will you convince them?
32. What kind of guy/girl would you like to marry?
33. Tell you percentage of marks from class 10th onwards.
34. Suppose if God appears in front of you and asks you to change something from you
past
35. What will you wish for?
36. How can you say that you are responsible? Give few incidents from your life to show
that you are responsible.
37. Why did you fail last time (Repeaters)?
38. What special preparation you have done this time to ensure success?
39. What are your other career options?
40. In PI they asked to tell about parents name detailsrelatives and so on to know
about your family relationships.
41. Questions based on latest news, gk questions , basic questions on your subject
knowledge
42. PIQ questions and some technical if you are good. and some of current affairs.
43. simple questions on gk, general science, some hr question.

44. what will happen to give a dc supply in ac motor?
45. you have a computer with 80GB hard disk and ubuntu 8.04 is installed on entire
hard disk.now you have to create a seprate partition for windows OS and install win XP
as dual boot.write down the steps involved along with the commands
46. What is the working principle of ceiling fan?
47. The wods ? SatyamevaJayate? are taken from:
(a) Hitopdesh
(b) Mahabharata
(c) Rig Veda
(d) Mundaka Upanishada
Ans. Mundaka Upanishada
48. which of the following rivers does not form any delta at their mouth?
Cauvery, Mahanadi, Godavari, Tapti
Ans. Tapti
49. how to get input credit in vat & service tax?
50. what is current rate of excise duty for a manufacturing company?
51. What will you do if d room is get filled with smoke and there is no any exit thru the
room..the door is of steel and there is no any window in the room, instead the room is
filled with black smoke, how will you escape from there and save yourself?
Ans. OPEN TH STEEL DOOR
52. Why did you choose this career instead of any other career in the civil world?

Ans. prestigious service, good divisional system, discipline
53. Why do you want to join this service?
Ans. I wanted to join the navy to serve my country and see the world
What Indian Navy Employees Are Saying : Former Employee - Captain in
Visakhapatnam
Pros
I loved the adventure, professionalism and leadership opportunities that the Indian
Navy offered to me. It has put me a cut above the rest in the corporate world. Now that
I have worked in both the arenas, I value what the training and opportunities that the
services have bestowed on me
Cons
You must have a love for adventure, you must be ready to sacrifice on family life with
being transferred at times at short notice across the country. You must be ready to live
out of boxes and move houses four to five times in a city before the next transfer out of
the city. The Indian Navy is only for the strong hearted and not the weaklings.
54. Why Tsunami Occurs
Ans. due to earthquakes below water surface
55. What if you have to sacrifice your life during the course of duty
Ans. That the main role of the defence " Service before self"
56. during situation reaction exercises - group tasks or individual ones, you might be
given situations which have no straight answers. In whichever way you react, there
might be casualties / dangers / errors. The aim is to minimize the errors and come out
with a logical solution.
Ans. Be logical. Sometimes casualties cannot be avoided. But if you are able to
minimize it, whilst effectively controlling the situation elsewhere, you are good.

57. you would like to continue for the same job for an additional 10 years or more.
Ans. No/Yes
58. What did you learn from your hostel life?
Ans. Lifelong connections, Free advice, Opportunities, Time management, Independence
and freedom, Experience and Exposure
Explain:
Lifelong connections
I don’t care about the cleanliness of the hostel or whether the Wi-Fi connection works
or not, what I care about most is the connections and friends you make inside. You’ll
find all sorts of amazing people who won’t let you feel homesick.
Free advice
One thing you will find in every hostel you stay in is free advice. There is always a
friend who is willing to help you out with the weirdest of questions you have.
Opportunities
You are allowed to go about exploring numerous fields that you have never set out
before, in a new place among new people. You get to take up numerous open doors
that you can’t take being at home.
Time management
Whether you excel at any other thing or not, managing time is a sure shot. From the
gossip sessions and all other sorts of activities that you are required to do in a hostel,
you learn to manage some time to study.
Independence and freedom
Independence is something that most of us barely get at home. In a hostel, you are
accountable for everything from getting up in the morning, to having meals, to washing
clothes and what not. Hostel life gives the flexibility to fly in the open and seek things
you couldn’t pursue when at home.
Experience and Exposure
When you go out of your home to live in a hostel you really take in a great deal of new
things, in particular, making new friends, adjusting to a whole new environment , doing

things on your own, taking initiatives and living with freedom. Experience comes with
time, from the issues, distress, frustration and heartbreaks.
59. What is RS232 & RS432?
Ans. S-232 and RS-432 are two standards for serial connections from computers to
peripherals. The standards specify the cable type and connector configurations. "RS"
stands for "Recommended Standard."
60. general awareness questions about the current appointed
about foreign countries etc.........

ministers, knowledge

61. What are your views regarding private investment in defence?
62. Describe yourself, who is your hero, which is your favorite battle and why?
63. Leadership situation questions
64. i asked only one question. which come first day or night?
Ans. i choose day. he again asked why? i said ,sorry sir you said thet u only ask me one
question.
65. DO U READ NEWS PAPERS.
66. Achievements in sports?
67. Extracurricular?

